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Workable information synonym

1 able to be done or executed a workable plan for attracting a minor league team to the city practical, reasonable, sensible contingent, Probably, probably acceptable, plausible, conceivable, creditable, credible, conceivable action, available, customable (also useful) questionable,
questionable, far-fetched, improbable, unlikely implausible, unthinkable, amazing, incredible, incredible, fantastic (also fantastic), foreign, preposterous, ridiculous hopeless, impossible, impractical, undefeated , unassuming, inconspicible, unworkable, unenviable, unworkable 2 able to be
used or account a workable solution to the state's growing financial woes action, appropriate, appropriate, appropriate, applied, functional, practicable, practical, serviceable, ultrapractical, useful (also usable), useful, working down-to-earth, pragmatic (also pragmatic), utilitarian accessible,
available, obtainable, reachable all-around (also all-round), handy active, live, busy, employed, functioning, operating system, operating system : [ wˈɜːkəbə͡l], [ wˈɜːkəbə l], [ w_ˈɜː_k_1_b_1] • arguably (adjective) more assertive, more sustainable, able to hold water, more reasonable, more
defensible, imaginable, more sustainable, most sustainable, sustainable, most sustainable, most sustainable, most assertive. • feasible (adjective) obtainable, feasible, available, feasible. • efficient (adjective) forcible, most efficient, more efficient, more effective, virtuous, more attainable,
more telling, most attainment, license, more fulfillment, de-terminative, more attainment, most effectiveness, most fulfilling, powerful, most telling, most effective, de terminative. • feasible (adjective) cinch, easy, exploitable, useful, functional, doable, work, breezy, duck soup, simple as abc,
usable, snap, appropriate, piece of cake, easy as pie. • flexible (adjective) • probably (adjective) more distractible, most supposed, up and coming, dis-posed, most odds of, pre-features, more odds-on, more odds-on, most odds-on, most believeable, it's posed, in habit of, most distractions,
more odds on, most oddson, pre dispose, on the verge of, up-and-coming, pro-nesting, most rejectable, more rejectable, more gloable, weird, more assured, most assuredly, most assuredly, most assuredly , more verisimilar, more verismilar, more forgivable • forgivable (adjective) more go-
with-the-flow, more transformable, most going with the flow, trans formable, most go-with-the-flow, more going with the flow, most tract, most transformable, trans-shaped, sub missile, more tract, putty hands, tracts. • manageable (adjective) detection, controllable, tamable, manageable. •
operational (adjective) in working order, employed. • operator (adjective) • plastic (adjective • possible (adjective) • executable (adjective) most utilities, utilities, more utilities. • practical (adjective) both feet the ground, more unididialistic, more workaday, un-idealistic, most unidelistic, both
feet on most workaday, nuts bolts, un-romantic, un romantic, hard boiled, un idealistic, both feet ground. • viable (adjective) • scheduled, impractical, preliminary, aggressive. • controlled, tactical, proposed, prepared, foolish, pre-packaged, strategic, well thought-out, disciplined, sequential,
piecemeal, preparatory, Fiendish, programmatic, double-barrel, get-rich-fast, step by step, half-baked. • reliable, ductile, scientific, pliant, flexible, flexible, tightknit. • Other relevant words: cultivating, culpable, conceivable, elastic, cultivable, solvable, credible, enforceable, viable, justifiable,
serviceable, machinable, efficient, limb, rational, reasonable, soluble, operatable, sustainable, unlikely, function, ultrapractice, realistic, soft, Feasible, on, fit, decodable, manageable, plausible, negotiable, soluble, pragmatic, determined, reachable, supportable, understandable,
understandable, adaptable, dexterable, payable, explainable, explicit, lily, employed, busy, effective, operable, action, applied, , potential, washing, within reach, Shapable, sensible, fictional, shapely, clay, step-by-step, banausic, shapely, reachable, believable, maneuverable, machinable,
pragmatic. Adjective feasible, executable, realizable. Proper noun, singularly viable. Adjective practical, enforceable, exploitable, acceptable, actionable, treatable, mineable, harvestable, reality, efficient, possibly, impractical, fishable, transient, credible, affordable, Executable, valid,
unacceptable, reliable, worthwhile, do-able, bearable, pragmatic, non-viable, dozen, convenient, durable, meaningful, available, sensible, satisfying, forgivable, working, impractical, flexible, vibrant, practical, realistic, palatable, action-oriented, adjective implementable, feasible, useful,
manageable, manageable, serviceable, operable, achievable, well functioning, functional, appropriate, real , operational, functioning, reasonable, useful, suitable, viable, profitable, solid. Other antonyms: unlikely, incredible, nonpublic, implausible, questionable, absurd, unthinkable,
incredible, unreal, unfacity, inconspicible, spare parts, unsustainable, preposterous, theoretical, inaccessible, questionable, non-essential, ridiculous, abstract, fantastic, unthinkable, leaning chair, unenviable, unavailable, infallible, outlandish, unreachable, academic, unrealistic, far-fetched,
unwavering, unlikely SEE DEFINITION OF WORKABLES See what your sentence looks like with different synonyms. Roget's 21st Century Thesaurus, Third Edition copyright © 2013 by the Philip Lief Group.A workable knowledge; I can write about a hundred words per minute. Of course
we will cannot come to a workable arrangement. It would have been easier to assess if there was a workable workable exercises a boy must have simple, workable rules for life. It can be planted once the soil is in workable condition. He doubted it was workable because it centralized power
in Washington. She initially considered the matter unsencimental to be a workable proposition. Because the one workable argument had a good chance of succeeding. It may not even be a workable scheme when put to the test, he says. Any workable plan for the organization of the world
should have an economic foundation. Roget's 21st Century Thesaurus, Third Edition Copyright © 2013 by the Philip Lief Group.© 2020 Dictionary.com, LLC Useful; to serve a purpose, fulfill a function with a beneficial use; serviceable: Available for use; accessible or employable. This
sufficient, but requires additional work. Is capable of reaching or being brought about; Possible: Able to happen, but of uncertain probability: From a person, with skills or knowledge that are practically not dealing with practical matters well infallible: not feasible. Formed easily in a new form.
Being able to change or be adapted to meet specific or diverse needs: Able to be bended repeatedly without breaking (metaphorical) Flexible, liable to change. Alternate spelling of formables. Made of a plastic or plastic: The definition of reliable is a person or thing that is flexed or easily
impacted. (Figurative) Easily influenced for good or evil; detection; Ashes, a pliant heart. Adaptable to changing circumstances: Able to execute. Find another word for workables. In this page, you can discover 29 synonyms, antonyms, idiomatic expressions and related words for workables,
such as: functional, useful, executable, working, useful, achievable, possible, practical, viable, impractical and implausible. Adjective �/ˈwɜː (r)l/ Copyright © 2016 by HarperCollins Publishers. All rights reserved. Additional synonyms the feeling of possibleDefinitioncapable to be
doneEverything is possible if we want it enough. Synonymous whitening, doable, realizable, Po$Ebl Of a suitable quality, standard or type to meet the required purpose Is able to operate efficiently It seems to me an extremely practical and workable scheme of legislation. Physically easy to
form or manipulate (from land) Easily dug From or regarding operations, especially military operations That need very little effort based on, or display, common sense Ready to accept teaching or direction in an obedient manner
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